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The aim of Stata excercises is to get organized and learn a standard way of doing empirical research. 
As you know graphical user interface (GUI) is available for Stata but it is not interesting for us. We 
want everything documented and your grade on STATA exercises is based on your ‘do-files’.  

In this exercise you just need to check the Stata help for some commands and briefly explain what they 
do and what are their options in few slides. Stata help is the best way to learn about commands. For 
example you can type 

. help regress      
or briefly       

. h reg 
To get help on the command regress.  In the help file you will see something like:  

 regress depvar [indepvars] [if] [in] [weight] [, options] 

• Underline means you can also write reg , regr , regre  or regres  but not re 
• Things inside [ ] are not always necessary 
• Things after comma , are the options of the command. 

 

Here is the list of basic commands to be presented by each of you: 

1- Anahita Badkobeh: clear , cd , set more off, set mem , log , ssc 
install   

2- Mina Javid: #delimit; , * , /* */ , // , /// , capture , search , 
quietly , noisily  

3- Mahtab Jafarkhani:  use , import , insheet , save , export , outsheet 
4- Behzad Hasannejad: gen , replace, recode , input , label 
5- Zahra Shahidi: set obs , xi , by , sort , order, bysort: 
6- Niloufar Erfani: egen 
7- Reza Kian: if , in , _n , _N , inlist() , inrange() 
8- Mohammad Mansouri: tsset , l. , l2. , l(1/5). , f. , f(2/4) , d. 
9- Vahid Ghahari: global , local , display , forvalues , foreach 

 
 
 
 
 


